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The title of this extraordinary all-star tribute to Jaco Pastorius is an expression that the late, great bassist 

was particularly fond of. Borrowed from TV's clean-headed detective from the '70s, Kojak (played by tough but 

big hearted Telly Savalas), it was a phrase he used often in the company of friends, fans and fellow musicians 1 
whom he felt a particular kinship with; all members of Jaco's extended family. It served as both a hip greeting -- 1 

an alternative to the cliched 'What's happening?' or the more mundane 'Hi, how are you?' — and a reminder to < 
those in his inner circle that Jaco was indeed a caring soul capable of great acts of kindness and generosity. , 

'Who loves you?' served the dual purpose of identifying Jaco as someone who existed outside the norm, 

sometimes way out on the edge, and whose very being was charged with charisma. 

Those qualities, of course, were also reflected in his music. Everything that Jaco touched was fueled by 

passion and soul, thoughtful lyricism and a touch of the daredevil. More than just the self-proclaimed ‘greatest 

bass player in the world,' Jaco Pastorius was a pure spirit, an artist of the highest order who lived his life 

without the constraints of what drummer and colleague Bob Moses calls 'id lock.' As he explained in my j 
biography on Jaco: 

"I come across students who play well and have good taste, who have good time and know the language, [ 

but somehow it's not flying. I have a body of study devoted to students who fall into that category, and I have 

a name for this syndrome. I call it 'id lock.' A lot of the problem is that the emotional center, the id, is locked for J 
these people. They know music but they're not screaming it from their heart, as Jaco did. He did not suffer 

from id lock at all. His id was wide open. He was fearless. And fear is really the biggest enemy of creativity. “ | 

These great musicians -- former comrades on the bandstand like Michael and Randy Brecker, Peter Erskine, 

Don Alias, Mike Stern and Bob Mintzer as well as fellow bass players like Victor Bailey, Marcus Miller, 

Mark Egan, Will Lee, James Genus and John Patitucci, who were inspired by his fearless example — come 

together with a single purpose in this heartfelt homage to the heroic/tragic Jigure who passed away on 

September 21, 1987. 

To Joe Zawinul — his mentor and co-founder of Weather Report, the band that launched Jaco's meteoric rise 

to fame in the late ‘70s — Jaco was “a good, decent, very thoughtful human being...and a genius." To fellow 

bassist Jeff Berlin he was "our great emperor of bass." To the Yellowjackets’ bassist Jimmy Haslip he was “the 

Galileo of bass." To Marcus Miller he was "the Willie Mays of bass. “ He was, of course, much more than that. 

And near the end, after a dark period of torment and disillusionment brought on by a manic depressive 

condition and a self-destructive lifestyle, after the myth of being 'Jaco' had been stripped away, he was simply 

John Francis Anthony Pastorius III...father, son, brother, husband, friend. All the passion and poignancy, brash 

energy and sublime beauty that Jaco conveyed in his music is represented on this superb collection. 

It opens dramatically with the sound of a lone bass playing the familiar figure from Jimi Hendrix's "Third 

Stone from the Sun," a riff that Jaco would often quote in concert during his solo segment with Weather Report. 

Michael Brecker and crew enter with hurricane force, swinging that Hendrix staple with abandon. Brecker's 

typically heroic tenor playing on this uptempo treatment is fueled by pianist Joey Calderazzo, drummer 

Jeff "Tain" Watts and bassist John Patitucci, who attack the tune with hard bop conviction. 



Bassist Mark Egan offers a haunting recreation of Jaco's signature fretless bass voice on a moving rendition 

of “A Remark You Made," a balladic feature for Jaco in his early Weather Report days. Bill Evans' tenor sax 

recalls the majesty of Wayne Shorter's playing on this tune while Gil Goldstein's accordion adds a new layer of 

poignancy to this gentle Zawinul composition. And Mike Stern's wailing guitar solo here is so packed full of 

pent-up emotion that it transforms the piece into a kind of requiem for Jaco. 

Victor Bailey, who replaced Jaco in the Weather Report lineup in 1982, turns in a soulful, stirring version of 

"Continuum," a composition from Jaco's landmark solo debut album that has since stood as a standardbearer 

for all bass players. Goldstein's ode, "Jaco," incorporates a few familiar motifs in the bassline and horn fills. 

Stern really unleashes on this one, flaunting his celebrated 'chops of doom' at the tag. Patitucci's “Fall'n Star" is 

a melancholy number that highlights his uncannily fluid and melodic statements on six-string electric bass 

and also features some very warm and lyrical contributions from pianist George Whitty and guitarist 

Steve Cardenas. 

Producer Michael Colina fashions some intriguing sampled textures around Randy Brecker's hauntingly 

beautiful flugelhorn playing on Jaco's "Okonkole Y Trompa," a striking piece from his 1976 solo debut. Don 

Alias, who performed on that original recording, reprises his role here on bata and congas, interacting with 

Colina's mesmerizing loop of Jaco-styled bass harmonics. Drummer Peter Erskine, Jaco's comrade and 

bandmate in both Weather Report and Word Of Mouth, offers some authoritative statements on this dynamic 

extrapolation on Jaco's original vision. 

I 

And what would a Jaco tribute be without a party? Jaco would certainly be shaking his head if there 

weren't any funk on this record, no doubt muttering something like, "Now you know that ain’t right." Enter 

Hiram Bullock and Will Lee. Hiram calls Will "my brother from another mother." And indeed, after more than 20 

years of dealing in the funk together -- from their 24th Street Band to their current power band -- they have 

’established a soulful chemistry that runs so deep it borders on the telepathic. Few others could have so 

successfully filled the shoes of Sam & Dave on this funk anthem from Jaco's first album. Drummer Steve Gadd, 

percussionist Alias, keyboardist Jim Beard and a four-piece horn section of Andy Snitzer, Chris Hunter, 

Jim Hynes and Michael Davis help provide the punch on this earthy throwdown. 

Pianist Bob James offers a tender interpretation of what is perhaps Jaco's greatest composition, "Three 

IViews of a Secret," which originally appeared on the 1980 Weather Report album Night Passage and was 

!reprised in orchestral form on 1981's Word Of Mouth. Randy Brecker's muted trumpet playing is particularly 

poignant on this waltz-time ballad that shifts in mood from whimsical and giddy to dark and stormy before 

resolving to an optimistic note. Guitarist Cardenas offers another warm-toned, flowing solo that perfectly suits 

the more fragile mood of this magnificent Pastorius opus. 

The jam-oriented aspect of Jaco's musical output is represented here by the seldom recorded "Dania." 

A brash bit of uptempo burn, this scorcher served as the supercharged set-opener for Jaco's Word Of Mouth 

sextet in the mid-'80s. Invariably, Jaco would make his way to the stage through the crowd surrounded by his 

entourage, like Muhammad AH entering the ring in his prime. He would plug in his bass, count off briskly and 



the band would jump on "Dania" like a shot being fired from a canon. The group assembled here responds 

with similar urgency. Guitarist Bullock unleashes with heavy metal bebop abandon while Beard resurrects the 

classic sound of '70s fusion on his Fender Rhodes electric piano solo. The churning rhythm section of Gadd, 

Egan and Alias pushes them to some dizzying heights while Mintzer kicks in a killing tenor solo of his own. 

Longtime Jaco-phile Marcus Miller offers a virtuosic rendition of another Jaco classic, "Portrait of Tracy," the 

starkly beautiful showcase from his solo debut that turned the world onto the concept of harmonics as a 

melodic device. Performing all the instruments here, including bass, drum programming, synthesizers and bass 

clarinet. Miller pays a most heartfelt homage to his bass hero. 

Erskine's touching ballad "Song for Jaco - Song for a Friend" is underscored by sensitive brushwork and 

features some typically emotive alto sax from David Sanborn, who played alongside the Brecker Brothers on 

Jaco's solo debut. Pianist James and guitarist Cardenas both offer appropriately tender statements on this 

elegiac Erskine original. 

Each of these great players, in his own way, says goodbye to a friend and brother on Who Loves You? 
And through the music they are all telling us to remember Jaco. 

Few of us who ever met him will ever forget. 

- Bill Milkowski 
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(J. Hendrix) Experience Hendrix LLC / ASCAP 

Arranged by M. Brecker & C. Blenzig 

Michael Brecker (tenor saxophone) 

Joey Calderazzo (piano) 

John Patitucci (bass) 

Jeff "Tain" Watts (drums) 

(J. Zawinul) Mulatto Music / BMI 

Arranged by Kevin DiSimone 

Bill Evans (tenor saxophone) 

Mike Stern (guitar) 

Gil Goldstein (keyboards, accordion) 
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Don Alias (percussion) 
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